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Abstracts: 
Fictive associates are widely used to describe and model liquid phases with strong 
ordering trends. However, little evidence is known about the assumed associates in most 
cases. In the present work, an ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) study is employed 
to investigate the characters of the Ba-Bi liquid, in which associates have been assumed 
in existing thermodynamic modeling. It is found that in the Ba rich melt, the Bi atoms 
are almost completely surrounded by Ba atoms. The Bi-centered coordination 
polyhedrons are strongly associated to crystalline structures of Ba5Bi3 and Ba4Bi3 with 
a longer lifetime than other polyhedrons during the AIMD simulations. In addition, 
these Bi-centered polyhedrons in Ba rich melt connect with each other through vertex, 
edge, face, and/or bipyramid sharing to form medium range orders (MRO). In the Bi 
rich melt, the Ba-centered polyhedrons also form MROs, but they are both structurally 
and compositionally diverse with a shorter lifetime. These findings from AIMD study 
provide evidences that there exist a strongly ordering Ba4Bi3 associate and a weakly 
ordering BaBi3 associate in the Ba-Bi liquid. The predicted enthalpy of mixing in the 
liquid agrees well with the results by the CALPHAD modeling in the literature. 
 
Keywords:  Short range order, medium range order, molten structure, enthalpy of 
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1.Introduction 
Recently, Lichtenstein et al. [1] reported the extremely low chemical activity of Ba 
(aBa) in the Bi rich melt by measuring the electromotive force (EMF) of the Ba-Bi alloys. 
For example, at the barium mole fraction xBa = 0.05, the aBa value is as low as 6.3×10-
16 at temperature T = 773 K; and aBa = 8.7×10-12 at T = 1123 K. These EMF results 
indicate that there exist strong chemical affinity and short-range order between Ba and 
Bi, i.e., there are chemical associates [2-4] in the liquid.  
There are two major thermodynamic approaches to account for strong short-range 
ordering, i.e., (i) the quasichemical model using pair approximation [5] and (ii) the 
associate model assuming a mixture of liquid single element species and molecule-like 
associates [3, 4]. In the associate model, the compositions of the associates are usually 
the same as those of the intermetallic compounds with high melting temperatures or 
highly negative values of enthalpy of mixing [3, 4]. The associate model has been 
successfully applied to model thermodynamic properties of binary and multi-
component systems [2, 3, 6-12].   
Atomic structures in molten or amorphous alloys are usually considered to be 
ordered in short up to medium range with the existence of hexagonal, pentagonal, 
and/or quadrangular bipyramid entities, such as in the molten Al [13], Ni [14], Zr [15], 
glass Zr80Pt20 [16], glass Al75Ni25 [16], and liquid/glass Cu-Zr [17]. Solute-solvent 
atomic network (e. g., in glass Ni63Nb37 [16] and liquid Ni3Al [18]) or connected 
pentagonal bi-pyramids (e.g., in molten Al3Cu[19]) can also form medium range orders 
(MRO). It has been observed that the structures of solute centered polyhedrons depend 
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strongly on chemistry and the ratios of their atomic radii [16]. It is believed that 
compacted polyhedrons can retard the crystallization process [20-22], resulting in 
supercooled melt, amorphous alloy, or segregation of alloying elements [23].  
In a recent CALPHAD (calculation of phase diagram) modeling [24] of the Ba-Bi 
system, Liu et al. [10] used two fictive associates of Ba4Bi3 and BaBi3 in the liquid 
phase, which were empirically selected based on the intermetallic compounds with the 
two highest congruent melting points. The present investigation aims to use the ab initio 
molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations to study the presence and the characters of 
associates in the Ba-Bi liquid phase. The AIMD approach [25] uses the interatomic 
interactions calculated on the fly based on density functional theory (DFT), avoiding 
the errors due to empirical potentials. 
 
2. Calculation details and structure analysis methods 
2.1 AIMD calculations 
The AIMD simulations for molten Ba1-xBix (where x is the mole fraction of Bi 
species) were carried out using Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) [26-28] 
with the exchange-correlation functional described by the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) parameterized by Perdew and Wang [29, 30]. The electronic 
configurations of 5s25p66s2 and 6s26p3 were employed as valences for Ba and Bi, 
respectively. Cubic supercells containing 200 atoms with periodic boundary and the 
NVT canonical ensemble (i.e., the fixed number of atoms, volume, and temperature), 
were employed for these AIMD simulations. The simulation temperature for each 
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supercell was 1123 K, which is above the temperatures of liquidus in the Ba-Bi system 
and is also one of the temperatures in the previous EMF measurements [1]. The plane-
wave cutoff energy was set as 200 eV, which is above the default energies suggested 
by VASP, i.e., 187.2 eV for Ba and 105.0 eV for Bi. Using this high cutoff energy, the 
Pulay stress can be ignored [31]. The Brillouin zone was sampled at a single Г-point. 
All the AIMD simulations were run for 10,000 steps with a time step of 3 femtoseconds. 
The first 4,000 steps were used to reach kinetic equilibrium of the AIMD simulations, 
and the configurations of the rest 6,000 steps were employed to analyze the structure 
and thermodynamic properties. 
In the present AIMD simulations, the volumes of the supercell sizes as a function 
of composition were adjusted carefully to ensure the total external pressure (contributed 
by two parts, i.e., the movement of the atoms and the interaction among the atoms [32]) 
being close to zero. As an example, the cell length of the cubic supercell and the total 
external pressures for the molten Ba1-xBix are plotted in the insets of  
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Figure 1, showing the decrease of cell length with increasing Bi content and the 
total external pressure lower than 0.1 GPa. It is worth mentioning that the atomic 
density of molten Ba determined in the present work, 0.0147 Å-3 at 1123 K, is in good 
agreement with the experimental value of 0.0146 Å-3 at 1001 K [33]. The density of 
molten Bi calculated in the present work, 0.0253 Å-3 at 1123 K, is only slightly lower 
than the experimental value of 0.0266 Å-3 at the same temperature [34].  
The enthalpy of mixing (Hmix) of molten Ba1-xBix at 1123 K (illustrated in Figure 
1) is calculated by the formula (1) 
 
mix mixture i iH H c H = −                              (1) 
where Hmixture is the enthalpy of the system represented by the mean structural energy, 
〈𝐸0〉, obtained from AIMD, ci the mole fraction of component i, and Hi the enthalpy of 
pure component Ba or Bi. 
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The details of structural analysis methods employed in present work are described 
as follows, from Sec 2.2 to 2.5. 
2.2 Pair correlation functions 
The partial pair correlation functions (PCFs) is calculated in terms of the following 
equation [31], 
3
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where L is the supercell length, Nα and Nβ are the total numbers of atoms for species α 
and β, respectively. niβ(r) is the number of atoms in the shell from distance r to r +⊿r 
for species β with atom i of species α at the center. The angle brackets denote the time 
average of the system. 
The first sharp peak on the PCF curves corresponds to the nearest neighbors of the 
central atom, and its location is roughly the mean bond length or the size of atom.   
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Figure 2a shows that the first and the second peaks on the PCF curves of molten 
Ba locate at 4.30 ± 0.02 Å and 8.01 ± 0.02 Å, respectively, which are in good agreement 
with the results measured by X-ray diffraction, i.e., 4.2 Å and 8.0 Å at 1003 K [35], 
respectively. Similarly,   
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Figure 2d shows that the predicted first sharp peak location of molten Bi (3.25 ± 
0.02 Å) is in excellent agreement with the measured value by neutron scattering, 3.25 
Å at 1123 K [34], and other AIMD predictions, e.g., 3.25 Å at 1023 K [36] and 3.30 Å 
at 600 K [37].  
A deep valley separates the first and the second peaks, and its location can be 
employed as a cutoff distance of bonding, rcut. When the distance of atomic pair is 
shorter than rcut, it is bonded and vice versa. The rcut values for the Ba-Bi pairs are 5.2, 
5.3, and 5.4 Å when the x values are in the ranges of 0-0.2, 0.3-0.375, and 0.4-1.0, 
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respectively. A fixed value of rcut = 6.0 Å is employed herein for the Ba-Ba pairs. A 
fixed value of rcut = 4.2 Å is employed for the Bi-Bi pair. Note that these cutoff distances 
are also used to calculate the coordination number (CN).  
The partial CNs (shown in Error! Reference source not found.) were calculated 
as follows, 
2
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Z r g r dr  =                                         (3) 
where ρβ is atomic density of species β. The Bi- and Ba-centered CNs, ZBi and ZBa, are 
calculated by ZBi = ZBiBi + ZBiBa and ZBa = ZBaBa + ZBaBi, respectively. 
 
2.3 Static structure factor 
The partial static structure factor (SF), shown in 
 
Figure 4, were obtained by Fourier transform from the partial PCF [38],  
2sin( ) 1 4 [ ( ) 1]
qr
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qr
     = + − ,                        (4) 
where q is the wave vector in the reciprocal space, and ρα and ρβ are atomic densities 
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for species of α and β, respectively. 
The calculated SFs of Ba and Bi are in good agreement with the experimental 
results [35, 39]; see Figure 4a and d. The locations of the main SF peaks of Ba and Bi, 
near q ≈ 1.73 Å-1 and 2.09 Å-1; respectively, match well the experimental results for 
molten Ba at 1003 K [35] and Bi at 553 K [39]. 
 
2.4 Honeycutt-Andersen analysis 
To characterize the three-dimensional (3D) structures of the bonded atomic pair 
with their common neighbors, the Honeycutt-Andersen (H-A) analysis [40], also 
known as the common neighbor analysis [41], was performed. The H-A indices [40] 
with four integers, “ijkl”, are employed to distinguish different atomic pairs. The first 
integer is to distinguish the bonding of atomic pair (i = 1) or not (i = 2). The second 
integer “j” is for the total common neighbors of the bonded root atomic pair. The third 
index, k, denotes the total bonds among these common neighbors. The last one is to 
distinguish the bonded-pair with the same first three indices, but different structures. 
For example, the bonded-pairs with indices 1661, 1551, 1441, and 1331, together with 
their common neighbors, are for structures of hexagonal, pentagonal, tetragonal, and 
trigonal bipyramid, respectively. When one of the bonds among these common 
neighbors is broken, they become 1651, 1541, 1431, and 1321, respectively. The 
bonded-pair with indices 1431 also can be transformed from 1551 with one of the 
common neighbors escaped. When one of the bonds among the common neighbors of 
1431 is broken, it transforms to 1421 or 1422. The bonded-pair with indices 1001 have 
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no common neighbor, such as the Bi-Bi atomic pair in crystalline Bi with rhombohedral 
A7 structure (Rhom_A7); see Table 1.  
The fractions of the Ba-Ba, Ba-Bi, and Bi-Bi rooted bonded-pairs with different 
H-A indices were calculated (shown in Figure 6-8). The fraction is defined as the total 
bonded-pairs with the same indices divided by the total rooted bonds. As a comparison, 
the results of the common neighbor analyses for crystalline Ba, Ba2Bi, Ba5Bi3, Ba4Bi3, 
Ba11Bi10, BaBi3, and Bi are listed in Table 1.  
 
2.5 Characterization of coordination polyhedron 
     For the purpose to distinguish coordination polyhedrons, a set of index, defined 
as (l2,l3,…lj) [13, 18], is employed, as inspired from the definition of Voronoi index 
[42]. Index “lj” denotes the total number of the 1jxx-type bonded-pairs around the 
central atom. The sum of “lj”, ∑ 𝑙𝑗, is the CN. This method provides more details of 
coordination polyhedrons than the Voronoi index.  
   The Ba-centered coordination polyhedron (BAP) in BCC Ba is indexed as (64,86) 
since each Ba atom is surrounded by six 1441 and eight 1661. Each Bi atom in 
crystalline Bi (Rhom_A7) is surround by three neighbors with bond length ≈ 3.07 Å 
and another three neighbors with bond length ≈ 3.52 Å. Each bonded Bi-Bi atomic pair, 
i.e., with H-A indices 1001, have no common bonding atom. As a result, the Bi-centered 
coordination polyhedron (BIP) is indexed as (60). Indices for BAPs and BIPs and their 
mole fractions (to the same species) in stable compounds (Ba2Bi, Ba5Bi3, Ba4Bi3, 
Ba11Bi10, BaBi3), crystalline Ba (BCC) and Bi (Rhom_A7) are listed in Table 1. The 
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BIP in crystalline Ba2Bi is indexed as (14,85) since each Bi is surround by one 1441 and 
eight 1551. The BIP in crystalline Ba4Bi3 is indexed as (44,45) since each Bi is surround 
by four 1441 and four 1551. The BIP in crystalline Ba5Bi3 is indexed as (34,65) since 
each Bi is surround by three 1441 and six 1551. The BAP in those compounds have 
high CNs, as listed in Table 1. 
Aiming to gain more information, especially dynamic property, about the 
coordination polyhedrons, the lifetime of polyhedron has been calculated. The lifetime 
(Li) for a polyhedron with a given type of indices is defined as the sum AIMD steps 
from its birth to its transformation to other types. Note that there are lots of transition 
entities with their lifetime of one or two steps; and these transition entities were ignored 
when we calculated the average lifetime 〈𝐿𝑖〉. 
 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1 Energy analysis  
     The AIMD predicted enthalpy of mixing (Hmix) of molten Ba1-xBix at 1123 K 
(Figure 1) agree well with the results by CALPHAD modeling using the associate 
model [10]. The enthalpy of formation (Hform) for the stable compounds predicted by 
DFT calculations at 300 K (using the GGA-PBE potential) [10] are also plotted in  
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Figure 1. It is seen that Hform is close to the AIMD predicted Hmix, and there is a deep 
valley on the Hmix curve around the composition of compound Ba4Bi3, corresponding 
to the highest melting point in the Ba-Bi system, similarly to the Tl-Te [3], Pb-Te [6], 
and Ca-Sb [7] systems. In the following sections, various analysis methods are used to 
quantify the clusters in the liquid. 
 
3.2 Structure prediction: Ba-rich melt 
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Figure 2 shows the partial PCFs of molten Ba1-xBix at 1123 K from the present 
AIMD simulations. According to   
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Figure 2f, the intensity of the first sharp peak of gBaBi(r) is stronger than those of 
the gBaBa(r) and gBiBi(r); indicating there is a strong chemical affinity between the unlike 
species. This fact is much pronounced when x ≤ 0.43 (i.e., Ba-rich melt). The strong 
chemical affinity is also observed by the change of bond length, for example, the mean 
value (3.56 ± 0.02 Å) is shorter than the sum radii of Ba and Bi atoms (i.e., 4.30/2 + 
3.25/2 = 3.775 Å).  
The strong chemical affinity results in that the Bi atoms bond to Ba species 
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exclusively when x ≤ 0.40, evidenced by the absence of nearest neighbor peaks on gBiBi-
(r) near 3.25 Å (  
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Figure 2c-d). This fact is also can be evidenced by the evolution of partial CNs, 
ZBiBi, ZBiBa, and ZBi, i.e., ZBiBi ≈ 0, ZBi mainly contributed by ZBiBa when  x ≤ 0.40 
(shown in Figure 3). A pronounced peak located at 5.45 Å on gBiBi(r), see   
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Figure 2c and d, is a distinct evidence regarding the connection of BIP.  
Pre-peak on the left of the static SF indicates that there are large-scale repeated 
structures in the melt [43, 44], namely MRO. It has been reported that there is noticeable 
SF pre-peak for Ni rich melts (or amorphous) (e.g., Ni-Al [18, 45], Ni-Ti [23], Ni-Nb 
[23], Ni-Ta [23], and Ni-Pt [38]) and Al rich melts (e.g., Al-Ni [45, 46], Al-Co [45], and 
Al-Fe [47]). The pronounced peak located near q ≈ 1.37 Å-1 on SBiBi(q) when x = 0.10 
and 0.43 is noticeable (Figure 4b and c). Their locations are on the left of the SF main 
peak of pure Bi (Figure 4d). These low q peaks on SBiBi(q) are clear signals for the large-
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scale repeated structures for Bi in medium range, larger than the average bond length 
of Bi-Bi. The snapshots of the BIPs when x = 0.025, 0.05, and 0.10, are shown in Figure 
5a-c. They connect with each other through vertex, edge, face, and/or bipyramid sharing.  
The peak located near 8.01 Å on gBaBa(r) (  
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Figure 2a) can be seen as a signal for the free liquid Ba since there exists the same 
peak on the PCF of molten Ba. The Ba rich melt can be seen as the mixing of the 
connected BIPs and free liquid Ba. The weakening of this peak (  
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Figure 2a and b) results from the reduction of free liquid Ba. A peak near 1.4 Å-1 
SBaBa(q) is also noticeable for x = 0.43 (Figure 4c), indicating that this melt is highly 
ordered not only for Bi but also for Ba over a medium range. 
 
3.3 Structure prediction: Bi-rich melt 
The chemical affinity between the unlike species tends to decrease towards Bi-rich 
melt, based on the shift of the gBaBi(r) first sharp peak from 3.56 Å to 3.78 Å when x > 
0.43 and the decrease of its intensity with increasing x (see the inset of   
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Figure 2e). In Bi rich melt, the chemical affinity between the unlike species is 
weaker than that in the Ba rich melt according to the weaker intensity of the gBaBi(r) 
first sharp peak, especially when x ≥ 0.7 (see   
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Figure 2e). However, the chemical affinity between the unlike species is still 
stronger than that between the like species. This fact results in Ba atoms surrounded by 
Bi. According to Figure 3, in the Ba0.1Bi0.9, Ba0.05Bi0.95, and Ba0.025Bi0.975 melts, ZBaBa 
is less than 1.0, and Ba atoms are mainly surrounded by Bi species with very large ZBaBi 
(close to or larger than 15.0). This feature is expected to be responsible for the extremely 
low activity of Ba in Bi rich melt, such as 8.7×10-12 at x = 0.95 and T = 1123 K [1].  
The pronounced PCF peak located at 7.01 Å of gBaBa(r) when x ≥ 0.75, see   
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Figure 2b, is an evidence regarding the connection of BAP. The pronounced SF 
peaks located near 1.05 Å-1 (x = 0.90) and 1.26 Å-1 (x = 0.75) on SBaBa(q) is also 
evidences of Ba atoms ordering in medium range (Figure 4e and f). The weak SF pre-
peak on SBiBi(q) (Figure 4f), near 1.05 Å-1 (x = 0.75), indicates the ordering of Bi atoms 
in medium range to some extent. Figure 5d-f show the snapshots of BAPs when x = 
0.90, 0.95, and 0.975. These BAPs are connected as predicted based on the analysis of 
PCFs. The Bi rich melt looks like the mixing of these BAP and the free liquid Bi. 
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3.4 Short range ordering and medium range ordering 
3.4.1 Bonded-pairs  
   Figure 6a shows there is a maximum on the curve of the Ba-Ba rooted bonded-pair 
1661 near x = 0.43. Conversely, there is a minimum near the same location on the 
bonded-pairs with the small H-A indices of 1421, 1422, 1321, 1311, 1301, and 1201 
(see Figure 6e-g ). The combined fractions of the Ba-Ba bonded-pairs with large indices 
(1661, 1651, 1551, 1541, 1441, and 1431) have large values (> 0.70) in Ba rich melts, 
reaching a maximum at x = 0.43 and decreasing rapidly towards Bi rich melts at x > 
0.43 (see Figure 6d). The sum of the Ba-Ba bonded-pairs with small indices displays a 
converse nature (see Figure 6h).  
According to Figure 7a-c, the Ba-Bi rooted bonded-pairs of 1661, 1551, 1541, 
1441, and 1431 are favored in Ba rich melts. The combined fraction of the bonded-pairs 
of 1661, 1651, 1551, 1541, 1441, and 1431, remains high (> 0.79) with a slightly 
decreasing trend when x ≤ 0.43 (Figure 7d). When x > 0.43, the combined fraction 
decreases rapidly with increasing x (Figure 7d). On the other hand, the combined 
fraction of the small indices of 1421, 1422, 1321, 1311, 1301, 1201, and 1101, increases 
rapidly (Figure 7h). The total number of the bonded-pairs with large H-A indices per 
supercell reaches a maximum value around 558 near x = 0.43 (Figure 7i), while the total 
number of the bonded-pairs with small indices pairs reaches a maximum value around 
342 near x = 0.75 (Figure 7j). These two compositions are near the compositions of the 
two associates Ba4Bi3 and BaBi3 assumed in the CALPHAD modeling [10].  
Figure 8d shows that the combined fraction of 1421, 1422, 1321, and 1311 with 
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Bi-Bi root pair reaches a maximum at composition close to BaBi3. These bonded-pairs 
may be related to the decomposition of 1431 Bi-Bi bonded-pair, which is the only Bi-
Bi rooted pair in the compound BaBi3. Since the fractions of Ba-Ba and Ba-Bi rooted 
bonded-pairs in molten BaBi3 do not match well with those in the crystalline state, it 
indicates the poor structure correlation between crystalline BaBi3 and its molten state. 
According to Figure 8e-g, when Bi is molten, the bonded Bi-Bi atomic pairs have 
several common neighbors, represented by 1311, 1301, 1201, and 1101, accompanied 
by the increased coordination number and density [34]. The considerable amount of 
1001 and 1101 bonded-pairs (Figure 8g) indicate that the structure of molten Bi is 
correlated to crystalline Bi to some extent. The fractions of the bonded-pairs with 
indices 1301, 1201, 1101, and 1001 decrease with decreasing x (Figure 8f-j), resulting 
in fewer free Bi atoms in liquid.  
 
3.4.2 Coordination polyhedrons 
The top ten BIPs in molten Ba4Bi3 (x = 0.43) are (64,25), (44,45), (54,45), (23,44,25), 
(34,65), (13,44,35), (13,64,15), (13,54,15), (13,54,35), and (13,34,55) in the order of 
decreasing fraction. It is believed that the BIP with index (44,45) is inherited from 
crystalline Ba4Bi3 since it has the same index as that in compound Ba4Bi3 (Table 1). 
The index (34,65) is the same as the BIP in compound Ba5Bi3 (Table 1), which is a 
tricapped trigonal prism polyhedron [16]. The polyhedron with index (34,65) is 
preferred when effective atomic size ratio between solute and solvent atoms, R*, is close 
to 0.732 [16] (in Ba rich melt, R* ≈ 0.756). Similar structures have been reported in 
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molten Al107Fe [48] and metallic glass Ni81B19 [16]. Furthermore, some aforementioned 
polyhedrons can transform from each other, e.g., (54,45) → (34,65) → (13,54,35), 
(13,54,35) → (13,34,55) → (64,25), and (44,45) → (64,25) → (13,44,35). Hence, these BIPs 
are strongly associated to compounds Ba4Bi3 and Ba5Bi3. 
 
Figure 9a and b show the variation of the top six kinds of BIPs related to Ba4Bi3 
with the indices of (64,25), (44,45), (54,45), (23,44,25), (34,65), and (13,44,35) as a function 
of Bi mole fraction (x). The number of these BIPs reaches a maximum at x = 0.43 (see 
the insets of 
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Figure 9a and b). With increasing x, the combined fraction of these six indices, 
shown in Figure 10, increases firstly, reaches a maximum at about 0.30 when 0.20 ≤ x 
≤ 0.43, and then decreases rapidly and disappear towards Bi rich melt (x > 0.75). The 
combined fractions of the aforementioned top ten BIPs related to molten Ba4Bi3 display 
a similar trend and reaches a maximum value at 0.45 when 0.20 ≤ x ≤ 0.43. These BIPs 
associate with compound Ba4Bi3 and dominate in the Ba rich melt according to Figure 
10.  
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Figure 9c shows the variation of the top five BIPs related to molten BaBi3 (x = 0.75) 
with the indices of (22,43,24), (12,43,34), (12,33,44,15), (33,54,15), and (12,43,44) as a 
function of x. Clearly, the fraction of each index reaches a maximum near x = 0.75 and 
their combined fraction reaches maximum at x = 0.75 (Figure 10). This fact is also 
found for the combined fraction of those BIPs with the top nine indices of molten BaBi3, 
i.e., (22,43,24), (12,43,34), (12,33,44,15), (33,54,15), (12,43,44), (22,43,34), (12,33,34,15), 
(32,43,14), and (12,53,24,15). It is expected that these polyhedrons are special for molten 
BaBi3. However these popular BIPs in molten BaBi3 are greatly different from (84,46), 
the BIP in crystalline BaBi3 (Table 1.). Moreover, Bi-centered (84,46) is not found in 
molten BaBi3. Hence, the structure of molten BaBi3 is weakly correlated to its 
crystalline state. 
The top five popular polyhedrons in molten Bi are (31,32,13), (21,42,23), (31,42,13), 
(41,32), and (11,42,33). Each of them contains at least one 1101 pair. Some polyhedrons, 
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such as (10,21,42), (10,21,32), and (20,21,22), even contain the 1001 pair. These facts 
indicate that the structure of molten Bi at 1123 K is still correlated to its crystalline state 
(Rhom_A7) to some extent. According to Figure 9d, the amount of Bi-centered 
(31,32,13), (21,42,23), (31,42,13), (41,32), and (11,42,33) increases with increasing Bi 
concentration, implying the presence of free Bi like liquid in Bi rich melt.  
The BAPs are much more diverse than the Bi-centered ones, resulting in a very 
low fraction (less than 0.01) of each BAP. For example, the top BAPs in molten Ba, 
Ba2Bi, Ba5Bi3, Ba4Bi3, BaBi3, and Ba0.05Bi0.95 are (13,54,55,26), (13,64,55,26), 
(13,64,55,36), (44,85,46), (12,43,64,45,16), and (32,83,44) with fractions of 0.0089, 0.0064, 
0.0052, 0.0050, 0.0029, and 0.0047, respectively. The combined fraction of the top ten 
BAPs is much lower than that of the BIPs (Figure 10). This fact is much more 
pronounced in the Ba rich melt. The maximum value of the latter is more than 0.45 
when x = 0.43, while the maximum value of the former is less than 0.09 in Ba. The top 
five ones in Ba are (13,54,55,26), (54,65,26), (13,64,55,16), (13,44,75,16), and (13,54,55,16) 
with fractions of 0.0089, 0.0085, 0.0082, 0.0080, and 0.0080, respectively. The top five 
BAPs in Ba0.05Bi0.95 are (32,83,44), (32,83,54), (22,73,54,15), (42,83,44), and (22,103,44) 
with fractions of 0.0047, 0.0045, 0.0042, 0.0040, and 0.0040, respectively. All of them 
are much lower than the popular BIPs in the Ba rich melt, such as (64,25), (44,45), (54,45), 
and (34,65); see Figure 9a and b. Those BAPs inherit some features of the compounds 
(Table 1.), such as the high coordination numbers (16-18 for compounds, about 13-16 
for melts, Figure 3) and the complex indices, but the structures of them are poorly 
associated with each other. 
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It is seen that the mean lifetimes of BIPs, no matter for all or the top popular ones, 
are about two times longer than those of the BAPs (see Figure 11). In addition, the BIPs 
in Ba rich melt have longer lifetimes than those in the Bi rich melt. The top popular 
polyhedrons have longer lifetimes than those of the other polyhedrons for both the BIPs 
and BAPs. These results indicate that (i) the BIPs in Ba rich melt are more stable than 
those in Bi rich melt; and (ii) the BIPs are more stable than the BAPs no matter in Ba 
rich or in Bi rich melt.  
Figure 11 also shows that the BIPs and BAPs possess long lifetimes when 
composition is close to Ba4Bi3. It becomes much pronounced for the most popular BIPs. 
The mean lifetime for the top BIPs in molten Ba4Bi3 is about 31.8 steps, i.e., 95.4 fs. 
The BIPs of (44,45) and (34,65), associated with compounds Ba4Bi3 and Ba5Bi3 as above 
discussed, have the mean lifetimes about 37.2 and 39.6 steps (111.6 and 118.8 fs), 
respectively. They are the polyhedrons with the longest lifetimes. 
 
3.4.3 Medium range ordering  
As mentioned in Sec. 3.2, the pronounced peak on gBiBi(r) with a maximum located 
at 5.45 Å (see   
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Figure 2a) when x ≤ 0.40, is a signal for the connection of BIPs with vertex, edge, 
or face sharing. This connection was also reported in glass Al75Ni25 [16] and liquid/glass 
Cu-Zr [17]. Part of BIPs are connected with bipyramids sharing, such as pentagonal, 
tetragonal, or trigonal bipyramids, evidenced by the high fraction (reaching 0.60 at x = 
0.40) of Bi-Bi rooted 1441 in Ba rich melt (Figure 8b). 
According to  
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Figure 12a, in molten Ba0.9Bi0.1, the Ba-Bi-Ba triple prefers forming two kinds of 
bond-angles, 67.4° and 127.5°. Both of them slightly shift to large angle with increasing 
x. It is no doubt that the Ba-Bi-Ba triples are building blocks of the BIPs. In Ba rich 
melt, the shared Ba atom by BIPs and its neighboring Bi atoms (Bi-Ba-Bi triple) prefer 
forming right angle (90°) with Ba at the vertex (see  
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Figure 12b). As a result, the Ba-Bi-Ba-Bi-Ba combinations in the connected BIPs 
are expected to exist over medium range beyond short range. 
As introduced in Sec 3.3, in the Bi rich melt, the BAPs are also connected with 
each other, evidenced by the pronounced peak on the PCF curve of gBaBa(r) located near 
r = 7.13 Å (  
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Figure 2b) and the snapshots of the BAPs (Figure 5d-f). According to  
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Figure 12b, in the Bi rich melt, the Bi-Ba-Bi triple prefer forming bond angles of 
47.6° and 93.6°. The Ba-Bi-Ba triple prefer forming an angle of 105.7° ( 
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Figure 12a). So, it is expected that the Bi-Ba-Bi-Ba-Bi combinations in the 
connected BAPs are ordering beyond short range, indicating medium range ordering. 
 
3.5 Associates 
The present AIMD results, as above stated, indicate that the Ba rich melt can be 
simplified as a mixture of liquid Ba and the connected BIPs, the Bi rich melt can be 
simplified as a mixture of liquid Bi and the connected BAPs. The findings of medium 
range ordering in the connected BIPs and the connected BAPs support the hypothesis 
of fictive associates used to model the Ba-Bi system [10].  
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In the associate model for thermodynamic modeling, it is assumed that the 
associate has an exact stoichiometry [2, 4]. However, our computational results find 
that the mean Ba/Bi atomic ratios in the connected BIPs are roughly 8.05:1, 7.86:1, 
6.24:1, 3.73:1, 7:3, 2:1, 5:3, and 3:2, when x = 0.025, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.33,0.375, 
and 0.40, respectively. In addition, we also find that, as aforementioned, (i) the 
combined number of high indices of Ba-Bi bonded-pairs reaches the maximum near x 
= 0.43 (Figure 7i), which are the main building blocks of the connected BIPs and 
dominate in the Ba rich melt; (ii) the numbers of the specific BIPs related to compound 
Ba4Bi3 reach the maximum near x = 0.43 (Figure 9); and (iii) the BIPs are related to 
compound Ba4Bi3 dominating in Ba rich melts (Figure 10). Though the assignment of 
exact stoichiometry seems an arbitrary choice in associate model (e.g., Ba4Bi3 associate 
in Ba rich melt), according to facts evidenced from the current AIMD simulation, just 
stated, it is a matter of cause, or the best choice, to name the associate with a fixed 
composition of Ba4Bi3.  
The mean Bi/Ba atomic ratios in the connected BAPs are roughly 4:1, 5.55:1, 
8.15:1, 11.77:1, and 13.66:1 when x = 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, and 0.975, respectively. 
Obviously, they are also not presented as stoichiometric compounds in the Ba-Bi system. 
However, the AIMD results indicate that (i) the combined number of low indices of Ba-
Bi bonded-pairs, the main building blocks of the connected BAPs, reaches the 
maximum near x = 0.75 (Figure 7j); and (ii) the combined fraction of the BIPs, 
especially for BaBi3 melt, being shared by BAPs in the connected BAPs, reaches a 
maximum near x = 0.75 (Figure 10). Therefore, it is reasonable to assign additional 
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BaBi3 associate to describe Bi-rich melt, as proposed by Liu et al. [10]. It is noted that 
this associate is weak ordering and poorly correlated to compound BaBi3.   
These structural features found in the Ba-Bi liquid are expected to occur in other 
liquids with strong chemical affinity between unlike species. For example of an A-B 
binary with A rich MRO in A rich melt and B rich MRO in B rich melt, these MROs 
can be the connections of the solute-centered polyhedrons [16] or the solute-solvent 
network [16, 18]. In the Al-Ni system, it was reported that there are string-like MRO in 
Al rich side (in glass Al75Ni25) [16] and solute-solvent network MRO in Ni rich side (in 
molten Ni3Al) [18]. For the Al-Co system, there are MROs in both Al-rich and Co-rich 
melts due to the noticeable pre-peaks on the plots of structure factors [45]. The structure 
study of liquid Al-Fe also indicated the Al rich and Fe rich MROs in Al rich melt and 
Fe rich melt, respectively [49]. 
On the basis of the aforementioned results in binary liquids, one can assume that 
there are one or more fictive associates in some melts. The strongest associate locates 
in the composition (location) with a minimum value of enthalpy of mixing as proposed 
before [2, 3]. The other associates connect closely to the compounds with high melting 
points.  
 
4 Summary 
The characters of molten Ba1-xBix with strong ordering trends have been studied 
in the present work by AIMD simulations at 1123 K. According to structure analyses, 
e.g., the partial pair correlation functions, it is confirmed that there is a strong chemical 
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affinity between unlike species of Ba and Bi. In addition, the chemical affinity between 
unlike species in the Ba rich melt is stronger than that in the Bi rich melt. And in the Ba 
rich melt, the strong chemical affinity induces the Bi atoms barely bond to the same 
species, resulting in the exclusive formation of the Ba-Bi bonds. The Ba-Ba and Ba-Bi 
rooted bonded-pairs with large H-A indices (e.g., 1661, 1651, 1551, 1541, 1441, and 
1431) are dominant in the Ba rich melt. The bonded-pairs with small H-A indices (e.g., 
1421, 1422, 1321, 1311, 1301, 1201, and 1101) are popular in the Bi-rich melt.  
In the Ba rich melt, the popular Bi-centered coordination polyhedrons are stable 
and relatively long-lived with strongly associated to the compounds of Ba5Bi3 and 
Ba4Bi3. The Bi-centered coordination polyhedrons in the Ba rich melt prefer connecting 
each other with vertex, edge, face, and/or bipyramid sharing. According to bond angle 
analyses, they are in medium range order. The Ba-centered coordination polyhedrons 
in the Bi-rich melt also prefer connecting each other, and they are also ordered in 
medium range, though they are structurally diverse, short-lived, and poorly correlated 
to BaBi3 compound. These results suggest that it is reasonable to assign two associates, 
i.e., Ba4Bi3 and BaBi3 in the Ba-Bi liquid. The former is strongly ordering in medium 
range and correlated to the compound Ba4Bi3, the latter is weakly ordering and poorly 
associated to compound BaBi3.  
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Figure 1. Calculated enthalpy of mixing of liquid Ba1-xBix by AIMD (solid square, this 
work) and associate model (dotted-dashed line, CALPHAD modeling [10]) at 1123 K. 
The star symbols are enthalpy of formation of intermetallic compounds by first-
principles calculations using the PBE potential at 300 K [10]. The insets are calculated 
total pressures (left) and supercell size (right) by AIMD simulations.  
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Figure 2. Partial PCFs of molten Ba1-xBix at 1123 K, including partial PCFs of gBaBa(r) 
(a and b), gBiBi(r) (c and d), gBaBi(r) (e), and the comparison of intensities for the first 
peaks of PCFs (f). The curves of gBaBi(r) in (e) are shifted to right by 4 Å for each curve 
for the purpose of visualization. The open diamonds in (a) and the open circles in (d) 
are experimental results of molten Ba by X-ray diffraction [35] and of molten Bi by 
neutron scattering [34], respectively. 
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Figure 3. Calculated partial coordination numbers ZBaBa (solid square), ZBaBi (solid 
circle), ZBiBi (solid up triangle), ZBiBa (solid down triangle), ZBa (open right triangle), 
and ZBi (diamond with cross) for molten Ba1-xBix at 1123 K. 
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Figure 4. Static structure factors of pure Ba (a) and Bi (b), and the partial static structure 
factors for molten Ba1-xBix with x = 0.10 (b), 0.43 (c), 0.75 (e), and 0.90 (f) at 1123 K. 
The open squares in (a) and the open circles in (d) are experimental result for molten 
Ba at 1003 K by X-ray diffraction [35] and molten Bi at 553 K by neutron scattering 
[39], respectively.  
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Figure 5. Snapshots of AIMD configurations for some connected Bi- and Ba-centered 
polyhedrons in molten Ba1-xBix with x = 0.025 (a), 0.05 (b), 0.10 (c), 0.90 (d), 0.95 (e), 
and 0.975 (f). The unconnected atoms are removed for clear view; and the green and 
purple spheres represent Ba and Bi atoms, respectively.  
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Figure 6. Calculated fractions of Ba-Ba bonded-pairs with different H-A indices (a-c 
and e-g); together with the sum fraction over the pairs with large H-A indices of 1661, 
1651, 1551, 1541, 1441, and 1431 (d); the sum fraction of those pairs with small H-A 
indices of 1421, 1422, 1321, 1311, 1301, and 1201 (h); and the total numbers of bonded-
pairs with large H-A indices (i) and small H-A indices (j). The inset motifs in (a), (b), 
(c), and (e) are for the bonded-pairs with indices 1661, 1551, 1441, 1421 (up one), and 
1422 (down one), respectively. 
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Figure 7. Calculated fractions of Ba-Bi bonded-pairs with different H-A indices (a-c 
and e-g) together with the sum fraction of those pairs with large H-A indices of 1661, 
1651, 1551, 1541, 1441, and 1431 (d); the sum fraction of those pairs with small H-A 
indices of 1421, 1422, 1321, 1311, 1301 1211, 1201, and 1101 (h); and the total 
numbers of bonded-pairs with large H-A indices (i) and small H-A indices (j). 
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Figure 8. Calculated fractions of Bi-Bi bonded-pairs with different H-A indices (a-c 
and e-g) together with the combined fraction of those pairs with H-A indices of 1421, 
1422, 1321, and 1311 (d); the combined fraction of those pairs with small H-A indices 
1301, 1201, 1101, and 1001 (h); the sum of bonded-pairs with H-A indices of 1421, 
1422, 1321, and 1311 (open down triangles) (i), and 1301,1201,1101, and 1101 (open 
circles) (j). 
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Figure 9. Calculated fractions of BIPs including the top six polyhedrons in molten 
Ba4Bi3 (a and b), the top five ones in molten BaBi3 (c and d). The insets in (a) and (b) 
are the numbers for the corresponding polyhedra per supercell. The motifs of (44,54) 
and (34,64) are shown in (a and b). 
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Figure 10. Combined fraction of the dominant BIPs and BAPs with a function of the 
mole fraction of Bi (x). The filled up triangles are for the top ten BIPs; the filled down 
triangles are for the top ten BAPs; the filled circles and filled squares are for BIPs with 
the top ten and the top six indices related to molten Ba4Bi3, respectively; and the open 
left triangles and the open diamonds are for BIPs with the top nine and the top five 
related to molten BaBi3, respectively.  
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Figure 11. Average lifetimes of Bi- and Ba-centered polyhedrons as a function of Bi 
concentration, where the filled circles represent the average over all Bi-centered 
polyhedrons; the filled down triangles are the average over the top six Bi-centered 
polyhedrons; the open squares are the average over all Ba-centered polyhedrons; and 
the open up triangles are the average over the top five Ba-centered polyhedrons. 
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Figure 12. Comparison of the bond angle distribution functions for the triples of Ba-
Bi-Ba (a), and Bi-Ba-Bi (b).   
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Table 1.  
Indices and fraction (f) of bonded-pairs and the coordination polyhedrons for crystalline 
Ba (BCC, Im3̅m), Bi (Rhom_A7, R3̅m), Ba2Bi, Ba5Bi3, Ba4Bi3, Ba10Bi11, and BaBi3.  
Mater. Space 
Group 
Common neighbor analysis Coordination polyhedron 
Ba-Ba Ba-Bi Bi-Bi Ba-centered Bi-centered 
Index f Index f Index f Index f Index f 
Ba Im3̅m 1661 0.571     （64,86） 1.0   
  1441 0.429         
Ba2Bi I4/mmm 1661 0.50 1551 0.889   (14,85,86) 0.5 (14,85) 1.0 
  1551 0.167 1441 0.111   (44,45,46,48) 0.5   
  1441 0.167         
  18xx 0.166         
Ba5Bi3 P63/mcm 1661 0.538 1551 0.667   (54,65,46) 0.6 (34,65) 1.0 
  1541 0.231 1441 0.333   (34,65,86) 0.4   
  1441 0.115         
  1422 0.115         
Ba4Bi3 I4̅3d 1771 0.273 1551 0.5   (34,95,26,37) 1.0 (44,45) 1.0 
  1661 0.182 1441 0.5       
  1551 0.545         
Ba11Ba10 I4/mmm 1661 0.52 1661 0.0253 1441 0.778 (14,105,66) 0.3636 (24,85) 0.4 
  1551 0.44 1551 0.7595 1431 0.222 (14,105,46) 0.3636 (34,65) 0.2 
  1541 0.04 1541 0.0506   (24,105,56) 0.1818 (44,65,16) 0.2 
    1441 0.1139   (14,125,46) 0.0909 (54,45) 0.1 
    1431 0.0506     (44,45) 0.1 
BaBi3 P4/mmm 1441 1.0 1661 1.0 1431 1.0 (64,126) 1.0 (84,46) 1.0 
Bi R3̅m 1001 1.0       (60) 1.0 
 
